Roots & Branches of 20th/21st Century Landscape Architecture, Planning, Building Architecture, & Environmental Art

2 hour meeting scheduled to meet class members availability 10:00-11:15am Tu Th

Spring Elective Course
SusComm 591A
1 to 4 credits

Prof Joe Volpe has done onsite research on hundreds of landscapes works and will use his slides, products of his studies, exploring towns, cities, regions, parks, and many garden places in the world.

Building on the spatial history of landscape design & planning this course explores the roots and branches of contemporary works to advance your understanding of landscape garden places and to spark your future practice in environmental design as a more sustainable and beautiful landscape.

Credits vary from 1 to 4 based on your choice of level of engagement:

- 1 Credit, simply join to enjoy and discuss the informative images of remarkable landscape places.
- 2 Credits, report on two landscape works;
- 3 Credits, report on three places;
- 4 credits, four reports on garden places.

These studies can be primarily visual and will be put on a web site, Roots & Branches of 20th/21st Century Landscape Architecture.
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